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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand.
Paperback. 266 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 0.7in.Tiy is
different than the other Egyptian girls--she has pale hair and
more freckles than she wants to count. With her mother
consumed by the need to keep up appearances, and her father
too busy to care, Tiy just wants to disappear into the
background. But her hope for a quiet life is shattered when she
rescues Prince Amenhotep from a sandstorm and is rewarded
with an invitation to attend the royal school in Egypts capital-a
place where girls like her will never fit in. Amenhotep welcomes
her into his close circle of friends and their friendship
strengthens into a bond neither is willing to lose. But when
Amenhotep becomes Pharaoh and is pressured by the priests
to marry, the strength of their friendship is threatened. Will Tiy
find enough courage to accept Amenhoteps hand when he
wants her to become the next Queen of Egypt, especially when
her feelings run no deeper than friendship And how can she
protect him from the Nubian rebels who are determined to
take control of Egypt This item ships from La...
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Basically no terms to clarify. It is actually writter in basic terms rather than confusing. I found out this ebook from my
dad and i suggested this book to find out.
-- Elinor e V a nder vor t-- Elinor e V a nder vor t

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e
pdf. I am quickly could get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Mr s. Ma r ia m  Ha r tm a nn-- Mr s. Ma r ia m  Ha r tm a nn
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